THE ENTREPRENEURIAL GAME PLAN FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE WITH CONVICTIONS WORKSHOP
Film City Glasgow - 401 Govan Rd, Glasgow G51 2QJ
UWS Room
11 October 2018, 1:30 pm – 5pm
The Project

The Entrepreneurial Game Plan for Young People with Convictions aims
at developing an education programme for young people with
convictions that will provide them with skills in computing,
entrepreneurship and mentoring.

Aims of the Workshop:

The workshop aims to be a venue for the discussion of what problems
and challenges young people with convictions, institutions, and
colleges may encounter during the education programme, and
identify collaborative solutions to them. The workshop also aims to
establish partnerships with institutions that work with young people with
convictions, institutions, and colleges, and to obtain data that will be
used to inform the development of the programme.

Objectives

- Gathering data about how the programme should be shaped
- Understanding of barriers for engagement
- Understanding of support required to maintain engagement
- Strategies for engagement
- Incentives for engagement
- Participatory design of the programme

Hosting Organization:

University of the West of Scotland

Organizations Attending: HMYOI Polmont

Apex Scotland
Positive Prison
Turning Point Scotland
City of Glasgow College
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Workshop Agenda

1:30pm – 5pm
Aims for the Day:

The aim for the first day is to identify what barriers to engagement the
young people will encounter during the programme, what support can
be offered to them to overcome the barriers, and what strategies and
incentives could work to maintain the engagement.

1.30pm – 1.45pm

Welcome & Coffee

1.45pm – 2.05pm

Introduction
Marco Gilardi, Johanne Miller

2.05pm – 2.35pm

Icebreakers
Johanne Miller

2.35pm – 3.05pm

Barriers to engagement
What will make engagement difficult for the young people? | Johanne
Miller

3.05pm – 3.35pm

Support for engagement
What will support the young people during the programme? | Marco
Gilardi

3.35pm – 3.50pm

Coffee Break

3.50pm – 4.20pm

Strategies and Incentives for engagement
What strategies will engage the young people best? | Marco Gilardi

4.20pm – 4.50pm

Designing the Programme
Participatory design of the programme | Marco Gilardi & Johanne Miller

4.50pm – 5.00pm

Closing and Next Steps
Summary of the findings and closing| Marco Gilardi & Johanne Miller
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